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Histor 

The Materials Survey Project was formed in 1957 by the Vermont State Department 

of Highways with the assistance of the United States Bureau of Public Roads. Its 
0 

prime objective was to compile an inventory of highway construction materials in the 

State of Vermont. Prior to the efforts of the personnel of the Survey as described 

in this and other reports, searches for highway construction materials were conducted 

only as the immediate situation required. Thus, only limited areas were surveyed 

and no over-all picture of material resources was available. Highway contractors or 

resident engineers are usually required to locate the materials for their respective 

projects and have samples tested by the Highway Testing Laboratory. The additional 

cost of exploration for construction material is passed on to the State in the form 

of higher construction costs. The Materials Survey Project was established to 

minimize or eliminate this factor by enabling the State and its contractors to pro-. 

ceed with information on material sources available beforehand. Prior knowledge of 

' locations of suitable material is an important factor in planning future highways, 
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The sources of construction materials are located by this Project through 

ground reconnaissance, study of maps and aerial photographs, and geological and 

physiographic interpretation. Maps, data sheets, and work sheets for reporting thc 

findings of the Project were designed, keeping in mind their intended use. These 

maps and data sheets were devised to furnish information of particular use to the 

contractor or construction man. For maximum benefit, the maps, data sheets, and 

this report should be studied simultaneously. 

Inclosures 

Included in this folder are two surface-geology maps; one defining the location 

of tests conducted on bedrock sources, the other defining the location of tests 

,conducted on granular materials. These maps are derived from 15 minute quadrangles 

of the United States Geological Survey enlarged to 1:31250  or 1" = 2604*. Delineated 

on the Bedrock Map are the various rock types of the area. This information was 

obtained from numerous sources; i.e., Vermont Geological Survey Bulletins, Vermont 

State Geologist Reports, United States Geological Survey Bedrock Maps, Centennial 

Geological Map of Vermont, as well as other references. 

The Granular Materials Map depicts areas covered by various types of glacial 

deposits (outwash, nioraines, kames, kame terraces, etc.) by which potential sources 

of gravel and sand may be recognized. This information was obtained primarily from 

a survey being conducted by Professor O,P, Stewart of Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, 

who, since 1956,  has been mapping the glacial features of the State of Vermont during 

the summer months. Further information was obtained from the Soil Survey 

- (Reconnaissance) of Vermont, conducted by the Bureau of Chemistry and Soils of the 

United States Department of Agriculture, and from Vermont Geological Survey Bulletins, 

United States Geological Survey Quadrangles, aerial photographs, and other sources0 
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On both maps the areas tested are represented by Identification Uunibers. Several 

tests are usually conducted in each area represented by an Identification Number, 

the number of such tests being more or less arbitrarily determined either by the 

character of the material tested or by the topography0 

Also included in this folder are Data Sheets for both the Bedrock and Gra,ular 

Materials Survey which contain detailed information for each test conducted by the 

Project as well as Information obtained from other sources, including an active card 

file compiled by the Highway Testing Laboratory. It was readily apparent that the 

latter information was gathered over a period of years by many persons and conse-

quently lacks the organized approach and detail required for effective use. The 

information in the cards varied widely in completeness. Transfer of information 

from the cards to the Data Sheets was made without elaboration or verification. The 

locations of the deposits listed in the card ffls have also been plotted on the 

maps. However, caution should be exercised wherever this information apprs 

incomplete. Some cards in the file were not used because the information on the 

location of the deposit was incomplete or unidentifiable. This project does not 

assume responsibility for the information taken from the card files. 

Work Sheets containing more detailed information of each test including a 

detailed sketch of each Identification Number Area are on file in the office 

headquarters of this Project, together with the respective Laboratory Reports, 

Location 

The Town of Royalton is located in the central portion of the state 2  approximately 

70 miles north of the Massachusetts border, It is bounded on the north by Tunbridge, 

on the west by Bethel, on the south by Barnard, and on the east by Sharon. The town 

is in the Vermont Piedmont Physiographic Subdivision, a region described as a 
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-. 	dissected and glaciated uplifted peneplain and characterized by narrow and V-shaped 

' stream valleys and somewhat flattened ridge tops. 

The physiography of the town ic dominated by the valley of the t!hite River which 

flows in an easterly direction across the town. Drainage is generally Into this 

stream and thence Into the Connecticut River. 

Elevations range from 500 feet near the eastern edge of the town to 1700 feet 

on Broad Brook Mountain in the southeast corner of the town. 

Procedure for Rock Survei 

The routine employed by the Project in the survey of possible sources of rock 

for highway construction is divided into two main stages; the office investigation 

and field investigation. The first is conducted primarily during the winter months 

and comprises the mapping of rock types as indicated in various reference source3. 

Many different sources of information were utilized, as indicated In the Bibliography. 

These references differ considerably in dependability due to new developments and 

studies contributing to the obsolescence of a number of reports. In addition, the 

results of samples taken by other individuals are analyzed and the location in 

which these samples were taken is mapped when possible. In other words, as complete 

a correlation as possible is made of all the information available concerning the 

geology of the area under consideration. 

The second stage of the investigation is begun in the field by making a 

cursory preliminary survey over the entire area. The information obtained in this 

survey, together with the Information assimilated in the first stage of the 

investigation Is employed to determine the areas in which the testing and sampling 

will be concentrated. When a promising source s encountered as determined not only 

- 	by rock type but also by volume, accessibility, and the existence of a good working 
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- 	ce, chip samples are taken with a hammer and submitted to the Highway 1ting 

LPbo-atory for testing by the Deval Method (AASHO, T-3). It is kept in mind that 

senie.s taken by the chip method are often in the weathered zone of the outcrop e 

crn.equently may show a less satisfactory test result than the fresh mate.ral deeper 

in the body of the rock structure. When deemed necessary, further samples are 

taken by drilling to a depth of approximately 3 feet and blasting across the strike 

or trend of the outcrop. When the material is uniform, and satisfactory tests result 

from the chip samples, no further drilling, b'asting, or sampling is done and the 

maeriai sou-ce Is inciuded as being satisfetory0 

Discussion of Rock and Rock Sowce 

It will be observed that the information on the surface-geology bed1ock 'rt.p 

in regard to rock type is simplified. For a more detailed description of the 

respective rock formations, i summary is included in this report. It Is apparent 

from this summary that each formation may not be ccmpoed of one distinct rock type, 

but may be a complex mixture of rock types blending into one another. For this 

reason, the data sheets may descrIbe the rock tested ar, differing from the 

designation on the map. 

There are only two rock formations in the town of Royalton: the Waits River 

which underlies the eastern and western portions, and the Gile Mountain which 

divides the Waits River by underlying the central portion of the towr. The western 

part of the Waits River is known as the Barton River member of the W1ts River0 

The rock type does not vary sufficiently here to make any difference within the 

formation, as far as crushed rock is concerned. In neither of the formations did 

outcrops occur which appeared to have good potential for producing cusied rock. 

- ' The only outcrop sampled (see Rock Data Sheet) was within the proposed rght-oway 
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of I 89 In what appeared to be a cut area. This sample was taken to indicate the 

o ~,or quality of these rocks. While it Is p3ssible that rock meeting :he req:errnt 

Fo sub-base of crushed rock, Item 2OL,  could be found within The towfl; It s 

orion of the Engineering Geology Section that the extraction of a .iniforrn 

p1od.ct from these rocks would be extremely difficult 

Anyone desiring additional information concerning possible rock sources is 

invited to contact the Egnineering Geology Section, Materials Division, Vermont 

Deprtment of Highways. 

Pro.-edure foe Sand and Grave I Sve 

The method employed by the Project in the survey of possible souce$; of sand 

and gravel for highway construction is divided Into two 	lr sgs uffc 

- 	 investigatIon and field investigation, The offce inestlgation s 	i;ed 

primirily during the winter months and comprises the rrpping of pozsible potenialy 

prcductive areas as indicated from various references, Of these referc,ce, the 

survey of glacial deposits mapped by Professor Stewart proves to be valile, 

partccularly when used in conjunction with other references such as soil type maps, 

aeral photographs and United Stated Geological Survey quadrangles0 The last two 

are used in recognizing and locating physlographic features indicating glacial 

deposits, and In studying drainage patterns. In addition 9  the location of existing 

pits, when known, are mapped. The tocations in which samples were taken by other 

individuals are noted and mapped, when possible 

The second stage of the investigation is begun in the field by _kii a cursory 

prclrninary survey over the entire area noting areas which show pi!rpic 

features gving evidence of glaciel c: fluial deposits 0  These b 	t'on are 1ter 

examned by digging test pits with a backhoe to a depth of approrimately 11 feet and 

sampling the material. The samples are submitted to the Highway Testing Laboratory 
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- 	where they are tested for gradation and stone wear, the latter by the Deval Method 

(PASHo 1-4-35). 

Discussion of Sand and Gravel Sources 

The granular deposits of the town of Royaltori are generally glacio-fluvial in 

origin consisting principally of Icame Terrace structure. Several river bars, strcc1y 

fuvial in origin, may prove to be dependable sources of material. These may be 

round at Idet. Wos, 15, 22, 29, 30, 44, and 45. 

The Kame Terrace are limited strictly to the larger stream valleys no acceptable 

rnterial having been located on the higher elevations. 

It is possible that additional sources of acceptable material may be found 

other than those tested by the survey. 



SU4I4ARY OF ROCK FORMTTICNS IN ThE 	 ItCYALION  

Waits River E.ormation - Gray quartzose and micaceous crystalline limestone weathered 
to distinctive brown earthy crust; interbedded and intergradationaI with gray quartz-
muscovite phyllite or schist, 

Barton River Member of the 11aits River Formation - (description is the same as F or 
the Waits River above)0 

Gile Mountain Formation - Gray quartz-muscovite phyllite or schist, interbedded and 
intergradational with gray micaceous quartzite, calcareous mica schist, and, locally, 
quartzose and micaceous crystalline lirrestone like that of the Waits River formation. 



Glossary of Selected Geologic Terms 

Biotite - The mineral commonly known as black mica. 

Calcareous - Consisting of or containing calcium carbonate. As combined with rock 
names indicates a considerable proportion, say 50 percent, of calcium carbonate 
together with an equal or predominant amount of the material indicated by the 
rock name. 

Crystalline - Of or pertaining to the nature of a crystal; having a regular 
molecular structure. 

Dike - A sheet-like body of igneous rock that fills a fissure in older rocks 
which it entered while in a molten condition. Varies from less than an inch in 
width and a few yards in length to thousands of feet in width and many miles in 
length. May radiate in groups from a center, or occur singly and isolated from 
other igneous bodies. 

Fluvial - Pertaining to streams or stream action. 

Granite - A granular, crystalline rock of predominantly interlocking texture, 
composed essentially of alkalic feldspars and quartz. Accessory minerals (chiefly 
micas, hornblende, or more rarely pyroxene) are commonly present. 

Greenstone - A field name for rocks that have been so metamorphosed or otherwise 
so altered that they have assumed a distinctive color owing to the presence of 
chlorite, epidote, or actinolite. 

neous Rocks - Rocks formed by solidification of hot mobile rock material. 

Kame Terrace - An accumulation of stratified drift laid down chiefly by streams 
btween a glacier and an adjacent valley wall. 

Limestone - A bedded sedimentary deposit consisting chiefly of calcium carbonate. 
The most important and widely distributed of the carbonate rocks. The percentage 
of calcium carbonate ranges from +0 percent to more than 98 percent. Cormion 
impurities are clay and sand. 

Metamorphic Rocks - Rocks that owe their distinctive characters to the transformation 
of pre-existing rocks, either through intense heat or pressure or both. 

Phyllite - A fine grained foliated metamorphic rock intermediate between the mica 
schists and slates, into which it may grade. It is usually light in color, but 
various darker shades, even black, are found. 

Quartzite - A firm, compact rock composed of grains of quartz so firmly united that 
fracture takes place across the grains instead of around them. A metamorphosed 
sandstone, 

Quartz-Monzonite .. A rock of granitic texture, intermediate in composition between 



granite and quartz diorl'ce, which contains quartz and about equal amounts of the 
alkoli and soda-lime felcispars. 

Schist - A crystalline rock with a secondary foliation or lamination based on 
parallelism of platy or needle-like grains. The name refers to the tendency to 
split along the foliation. 

Schistosity - The property of a foliated rock by which it can be split into thin 
layers or flakes. The property of splitting may be due to alternating layers of 
differing mineral composition or to preferred orientation and parallelism of 
cleavage planes of the mineral. 

Sericite - A mineral very similar to, if not identical with, muscovite mica. It 
occurs in small flakes and scales in metamorphic rocks such as sericite schists 
and sericite gneisses. 

Surface-Geoloçy Mal - A map showing areas of outcrop of geologic formations, both 
consolidated rocks and the unconsolidated sediments. Its scale is large enough 
that pits and quarries can be accurately shown and Indexed. 

Terrace - A plain, natural or artificial, from which the surface descends on one 
side and ascends on the other. Terraces are commonly long and narrow, and they 
border seas, lakes, or interior valleys. A terrace may be built by deposition of 
sediment from water, it may be cut by the breaking of waves on a shore or the 
sweeping of currents, or it may be formed by the dislocation or rocks in crustal 
movements. The descent from river terraces toward the river may be very abrupt, 
especially in arid regions, the ascent on the other side may be only that of an 
extensive alluvial slope. 
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Partial Specifications for Highway Construction Materials as they apply to 

this report at date of publication. (For complete list of Specifications see 

- "Standard Specifications for Highway and Bridge Construction" approved and 

adopted by Vermont Department of Highways). 

Item 102A. Granular Borrow. 

"The granular borrow shall be obtained from approved sources and shall consist 

of satisfactorily graded, free draining, hard, durable stone and coarse sand 

practically free from loam, silt, clay, and organic matter. 

"The sand portion (material passing the No. 4 screen) shall have not more 

than ten per cent (10%) passing the No. 270 mesh sieve and shall show a color of 

not more than three and one-half (3) as determined by the colorimetric test 

described in the A.A.S.H.0. Method of test, Designation T-21. 

"When used in connection with fine grading or in fills where piling is to 

be driven, the granular material shafl all pass the nine (9)  inch square opening 

- 	screen." 

Item 201A, Sub-base of Gravel. 

"The gravel shall consist of material free from silt, loam, or clay. It 

shall be obtained from approved sources and meet the following requirements: 

"Not less than forty (40)  per cent stone shall be retained on No. 4 sieve. 

"The percent of. wear shall be not more than twenty-five (25) when tested 

by laboratory methods, using Method A.-ILS.H.0. T-4. 

"The stone portion of the gravel shall be uniformly graded from coarse to 

fine and the maximum size particles shall not exceed six (6) inches in diameter. 

"The sand portion, when tested by laboratory methods using Method A.A.S.H.0. 

T-27, shall meet the grading requirements set up in the following table: 



Minimum Per Cent 	 Per Cent Passing 	Per Cent Passing 
of stone 	 Square Openings 	Square Openings 

No. 100 	 No. 270 

40% 	 0-15 	 o-3 
50% 	 0-15 	 0-4 
60% 	 0-15 	 0-5 

"The sand shall show a c1or of not more than three and one-half (3k) as 

determined by the colorimetric test described in the A.A.S.H.0. Method of test, 

Designation T-21. 

Item 202 Mod., Sub-base_of Sand. 

"The sand shall consist of material free from silt, loam, clay, or organic 

matter. It shall be obtained from approved sources and meet the following require-

ments: 

"The sand, when tested by laboratory methods, using Method A.A.S.H.0. T-27, 

- 	shall meet the grading requirements set up in the following table: 

Square Ppenings 	 Per Cent_Passin  

:14" 	 95-100 
5/8" 	 85-100 
No. 4 	 70-100 
No. 100 	 0-18 
No. 270 	 0-5 

"The sand shall show a color of not more than three and one-half (3k) as 

determined by the colorjmetrjc test described in the A.A.S.H.O. Method of test, 

Designation T-21." 

Item 204 Sub-base of Crushed Rock. 

"The percent of wear shall not be more th.àn eight (8) when tested by 

laboratory methods, using Method A.A.S.H.0. T-3." 
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0YALTOH GRAI!ULAR DATA SHEET 140. 1 

Field Year 	Depth of Over- 	Exist- 	Sieve Analysis 	Color Abrasion Passes 

Jdent. Test 	Field 	Sample 	burden ing 	 % 	j.n9 	 AASHO AASHO 	VIlD 

b. 4 No. 	Tested :(FT) 	1 (FT) 	Pit 	l'/9"#4 	#100 #270 	1-21 	1-4-35 	Spec. 	 Remarks 

I 

 

193 	1-10 	0-1 	NO 	100 100 .97.2 58.0 13.3 	1 	- 	- 	Owner: Donald Doles. A 

	

c6.0*12.9 	 large meadow on large knoll. 
Test #1 sandy till over 
silt and till. 	Finely 
laminated silt and sand 
shows evidence of water 
action. Ledge bottom. Fails 
for Item 102-A, granular 
borrow. Has 13.3%  passing 
#270 mesh; maximum allow- 
ed 10%. 

Sand Owner: Everett Benson. An 
isolated knoll 	in pasture 
with pit. Sand on top of 
silt. Floor of lowest 
portion of pit is close 
to level of sand-silt 
contact. Sand was used for 
winter sand. Test #1 in 
upper 	level of pit. 0-2.5' 
pebbly sand, 2.5 1 -10.5' 
medium sand with band of 
silt. Acceptable for Item 
202 Mod., sub-base of sand. 
Test #2 in floor of bottom 
level of pit. 0-3'  sand 
fill, 	31-11' 	silt. 	Sample 
processed by Soils Lab. 

100% Total Sample Passing l'meeh 

937% II 	 II 	 II 	3/411 	II 

93.7% I 	 II 	 II  

937% H 	 1 	 #4 
92.4% 1 	 " 	#10 

Ii 	1963 
	

O-l0.5 
	

Yes 

1 963 
	

3-11 
	

Fill 
	

Yes 

0-3 

* Percenta'e of Tot'1 Sample 
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1- 

	

0.5-6 	0-0.5 	?es 

	

1-9.5 	0-1 	No 

1963 3 

1963 

ROY/ALTON GRANULAR DATA SHEET NO. 2 

Fie1d 	Year 	Depth of 	Over- 	Exist- Sieve Analysis Color jAbrasion Passes 

Ident.;Test 	Field 	Sample 	burden 	ing %Passin MS{-IO 	AASHO 	Vt-ID 

No. 	Ho. 	Tested .(FT) 	(Fl) 	.Pit h1H,5/81I#I+ 	#100#270 T-21 	T-4-35 	Spec. Remarks 

Total Sample Passing 	mesh 

91.0% H 	 II If 

89.0% u 	 H 	#100 
87.7% H 	 '' 	#200 

I 
	

07.4% '' 	
'I 	 If 	#270 

It Soils Type A-14, Fails for 
Item 102-A, granular borrow. 
Has 93.3% passing #270 mesh. 

• 

- 	

11.5 

I 	I 
I 	I 

1 62.2 3.0 .0 
I 	I 

I 	 I 

31.87o 	Gran. Owner: Frank Gilman. A 
Bor. small pit in deep woods, 
(Gray.) all 	but one small area 

overgrown. Test #1 	in 
floor of old pit. 0-0.5' 
overburden, 0.5 1 -6' sandy 
gravel dipping steeply 
away from river, 6 1 -7' 
till, 	till 	bottom. 	Fails 
for Item 201-A, sub-base 
of gravel. Has wear of 
31 .8%; maximum a 11 owed 
25%. Acceptable for Item 
102-A, granular borrow. 

Gran. Test #2 taken 400' south 
Bor. along road from face of 
(Grav.)(pit. 	Clay till, 	hard- 

packed with well-rounded 
hard-polished stones. 
Fails for Item 201-A, 
sub-base of gravel. Has 
62.2% passing #L+ mesh; 
imaxi mum al lowed 60%.  Has 

347o passing #100 mesh; 
i maxi nium allowed 15%. In- 
sufficient proper-sized 

11 

Ii - 
f 	I 



ROYALTON GRANULAR DATA SHEET NO. 3 

Field 
Ident. Test 
No. • No. 

Year 
Field 
Tested 

IDepth of 
Sample 
(Fl) 

Over- 
burden 
(Fl) 

Exist- 
irig 
Pit 

Sieve Analysis 	- 

l½I S/C#L 	# I Og #270 

Color 
AASHO 
T-21 

Abrasion Passes 
AASHO 	VHD 
T-1 -35 	Spec. 	 Remarks 

stone in sample for wear 
test. Acceptable for Item 
102-A, granular borrow. 

:1963 0.5-5 0-0.5 Yes 100:93.877.1: 	5.0 	1.25 3 - 	Sand 	Test #3 in face of pit east 
of Test #1. 0-0.5' over- 
tburden, 0.5 1 -5' 	pebbly sand, 
Sfewer pebbles in bottom. 
Acceptab1e for Item 202 
Mod., sub-base of sand. 

100 90.3;62.q 3.0 1.25 	3i 
!*1.360.73 

125.0% 

I 	 I 

i 	 • 

	

10093.070.g 2.0 1.0 	l 

	

100 93.7'76.4  3.0 1.5 	2 	- 
*2.3 *1.15 

* Percentage of Total Samplf  

Owner: Howard Benson. A 
small terrace "plastered 
on till of valley wall. 
Test #1 taken 75 1 'south 
of edge of river bank and 
401 north of power line 
from a point 90' east of 
pole. 0-1' overburden, 

fine sandy gravel 
or pebbly sand, 6 1 -10' 
sand with stones, gravel 
or sand with stones in 
bottom, on top of till. 
Test #IA fails for Item 
201-A, sub-base of gravel. 
Has 62% passing #4 mesh; 
maximum a11o,ed 60%,  Accept-
able for Item 102-A, gran-
ular borrow. 
,Test #lB acceptable for 
Item 202 Mod., sub-base 
of sand. 
Test #1C composite sample. 
Acceptable for Item 202 

1 • 
	

1-6 
	

No 

lB 
	1 1963 	1 6 _b 	- 
	It 

1C 	11963 
	

1-10 	0-1 
	

No 

.Gran. 
Bor. 

1(Grav.) 

:Sand 

ISand 
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ROYALTON GRANULAR DATA SHEET NO. 

Sieve 	ColoriAbrasfon PTs 

Ident. Test ;Field 	Sample 	burden ing 	1JD..__ 	AASH0 IAASHO 	VHD 

Io. 	No. 	ITested (FT) 	1(FT) 	'Pit 	i 1½"5/8"#k 	#l00#270 	T-21 	11435 tSpcc, 	 Remarks 

T 	 Mod,, sub-base of sand. 

2 	1963 	1-7.5 	0-1 	No 	- 	- 	86.8 56.Of 16.0 	1 	- 	- 	Test #2 taken 185' along 
road south of power line. 

jiiii. Fails for Item 102-A, 
granular borrow. Has 16% 
passing #270 mesh; maximum 
al1owed 10%. 

Sand lOwner: Vermont Dept. of 
Highways. A small pit. 
Face of pit slumped badly. 
Shows evidence of bands 
of fine silty sand. Test 

41 in floor. 0-6' sand 
and stones, 6_71 glacial 
till. Acceptable for Item 
202 Mod., sub-base of sand. 

Gran. - Owner: James McCullough. 
Bor. A series of pits. Test #1 
(Sand) in floor of lowest pit, 

275' north on pit road 
d 15' west of pit road. Z0.5' overburden, 0.5 1 - 

7.5' bands of fine sand 
to medium gravel, 7.5 1 -11' 
wet fine sand, bottom clay 
and broken rock. Fails for 
Item 202 Mod., sub-base 
of sand, 11as 914% passinç 
ll 	mesh; minimum allowed 

95%. Has 3147,  passing #100 
mesh; maximum allowed 13%. 
Acceptable for Item 102-1k, 

3 granular borrow, 

5 	H 1963 	J0-7 - 	lYes 	I 100193.4182 
20.4-3.3

4.0 	1 	- 
iL  

6ffi 
	

1963 	10.5-11 
	

0-0.5 IVes 	.0 	.6177. 
	4.0 3,75 	1 	- 

3L.o2.9 

3 	 ! 

* Prcentarie of Total. Sample. 



F1963 	

0-11.5 	- 	Yes 	
i 

100100 '98.9 85.0 11.0 	1 	- 
*8L.o*1o.9 

* Percentage of Total Sample 

p 	 V 

ROYALTON GRANULAR DATA SHEET NO. 5 

Field Year Depth of Over- Exist- Sieve Analysis Color 	Abrasion Passes 

Ident. 	Test lField Samp1e burden ing % Passing AASHO 	AASHO 	VF.O 

Mo. 	No. lested (Fl) (FT) iPit 1 1,5hI 5/8 I ,#4 	#100 #270 T-21 	jT_Li_35 	Spec. 	 Remarks 

2 l963 0.5-8 0-0.5 ;yes 92.0 81.8162.5 26.6 525 $i 	- 	 Gran. 	Test #2 taken 50' north of 
Bor, Test #1 along pit road and 
(Gray.) 60' west of pit road 0-0.5' 

overburden, 05 1 -.6' sand 
with small stones, 6 1 -8' 
coarse boney hard packed 
gravel, sub-angular to 
rounded stones. 	some 1 foot 
in diameter. Fails for 
Item 201-A, sub-base of 
gravel. Has 62.5% passi1g 
#L mesh; maximum a 11 owed 
60%. Has 26% passing #100 
mesh; maximum allowed 15%. 
Has 5.25% passing /1270 
mesh; maximum allowed 5%. 
llnsufficient proper-sized 
stone in sample for wear 
test. Acceptable for Item 
102-A, granular borrow. 

1 Gran. Test #3 taken 20' north 
IBor. of pit containing Test #2, 
(Sand) 11:5' 	south of telephone 

line, and 175'  west of pit 
road. Uniform fine sand. 
Fails for item 202 Mod., 
sub-base of sand. Has 6k% 
passing #100 mesh; maximum 
allowed 18%.  Has 10% pass- 
ing #270 mesh; maximum 
allowed 5%.  Acceptable for 
Item 102-A, granular borrow. 
Test /14  taken 50' west of 
(Test #3, 	55' north of tele- 

.*16.2ic3.23 

i 	I 
I 	I 

t 	 I 

1 	t 

I 	I 	I 

1963 
	

0.5-12 
	

0-0.5 
	

Yes 
	

1001100 100 64LOI 10,0 



with fine sand bottom. 
Fails for Item 102-A, gran-
ular borrow. Has 11% pass-
ing #270 r,esh; maximum 
allowed 10%. 

Gran. 	Test #5 taken 55' west of 
Bor. 	Test #k.and 115' north of 
(Sand) 'telephone cable. Fine 

jsand with fine sand bottom. 
Fails for Item 202 Mod., 
Isub-base of sand. Has 65.4' 
;passing #100 mesh; maximum 
1allowed 18%. Has 6.90% 
passing #270 mesh; maximum 

;allowed 5%. Acceptable for 
Item 102-A, granular borrow 

1 lest fl6at northern end 
of pit. Stony sand over 
jglacial till. Fails for 
'Item 102-A, granular 
borrow. Has 19. 2 5% passing 
#270 mesh; maximum allowed 

I 
10O10Oi99.366.0l7.0 	1 

*65. 1#6.9 

I 	I 	j 

I 	j 

iool 97.5 79.lb 40. 19. 2 5 3 
*3 •  15.2 

0.5-12 	0-0.5 IYes 

0-0.) I Yes 

* 	 V 

ROYALTON GRANULAR DATA SHEET NO. 6 

	

Field Year 	Depth of Over- 	Exist- , 	Sieve Analysis 	Color Abrasion, Passes I 	 -. 

Ident. Test 	Field Sample 	burden ing 	 MSHO ,AASHO 	UHO 

No. ,No. 	Tested 1 (FT) 	(FT) 	Pit 	l'i"5/8" #4 #100#27O 	T-21 	T-4-35 	Spec. 	 Remarks 

phone cable. Fine sand 

1963 

16 	:1963 

11963 	1-8 b-i No 100 89.3 60.d Li.0 2.0 	3 	- 
2.Li.1*i.21 

* Percentage of Total Sample. 

Gran. 	Owner: Ford Poultry Farm. 

Bor. 	A series of granular knolls 
(Gray.) covered with grass and 

some scrub. Test #1 on top 
near south edge of knoll 
and 751  east of fence. 
0-1' overburden, 1 1 -;' 
sandy gravel, 5'-3' pebbly 
sand, sandy bottom. Fails 



1963 	10-8 1 
4.., 
3 

ROVALTON GRANULAR DATA SHEET NO. 7 

Field Year Depth of Over- Exist- Sieve Analysis Color Abrasion Passes 

Ident.1Test Field iSample burden ing % Passing 	_AASHO AASHO 	VHD 

No. 	No. jlested 1(FT) - (Fl) Pit l½'5/8 11 #4 	#100 #270 ;T-21 1-4-35 	Spec. Remarks 

• for Item 201-A, sub-base 
of gravel. Has 60.6% pass- 
ing #4 mesh; maximum allow- 
ed 60%. Insufficient proper 
sized stones in sample for 
wear test. Acceptable for 
Item 102-A, granular borrow. 

.2 t1963- 1 1-6.5 0-1 Ho i1O084.762.3I4.0 j1.5 I3 ,- 	 Gran. Test #2 on east end of 
r2.49*.93 

I 	 . 	i 
I 	 I 	 • 	I 

I 	 I 

I I 
4 	 • 	 I 

I 	
. 

____ 

Yes 	- 1- 	1+0.6f 5.0 '2.5 	2 	22.0% 

I 	. 	I 
4 	 I  

0-1 
	

Yes 	- 	•- 	43.8 5.0 1.7 	2 	19.001/0 

* Percentage of Total Sample. 

Bor. 	
1.knoll east of knoll con- 

(Grav.)taining test #1. 0-1' 
overburden, 1 1 -6.5' sandy 
gravel, sandy gravel bottom. 
Fails for Item 201-A, sub- 

• 	base of gravel. Has 62.3% 
passing #4 mesh; maximum 
allowed 60%. Insuffic'feit 
proper-sized stones in 
sample for wear test. 
Acceptable for Item 102-A, 
granular borrow. 

Gravel Owner: Miss "ilder. A small 
pit with excellent fine 
grave1. Dimensions of pit 

• 70' by 70'. Material on 
knoll containing pit ex-
tends 110' beyond pit to 
west, 90' beyond pit to 
south. Test #1 in floor 
jof pit. Fine gravel, clay 

• 	iand water in bottom. 
• 	Acceptable for Item 201-1'., 

sub-base of gravel. 
Gravel Test #2 in south face. I 

	
1963 
	

11-14 



ROYALTON GRANULAR DPITA SHEET NO. 3 

F-  of Over- 	Exist- 	Sieve Analysis 	Color Abrasion'Passes 

le 	burden ling 	_%aj_ 	MS1-1O MSH0 	VHO 

(FT) 	Pit 	l½ 1 15/TJ#L} #1Oo127O_T-21 	11435 	Spec. 

0-1 	No 	81.2 70.5 53.0 25,1 7.0 	li-i 	- 	Gran. 
Bor, 

I 	I 
 

I(Gray.) 

Field Year 
Ident. Test 	Field 
No. INO' 	iTested 

3 
	

11963 
	

1 -6 

	

1963 	0.5-3 

	

1963 	0.5-6.5 

SB 	11963 	16.5-1I 

0-0.5 No 

0-0.5 	No 

No 

- 	36.7! 10. 3.0 

95.4 36.2! 3.0 1.0 
k2.5 o.36 

32.0 60.21 3.0 1.25 

* Percentage of Tota 

2 
	

23.2% 

1 Samph 

I Grave 

Sand 

Gran. 
Bor. 
(Gray 

100 

100 

Remarks 

Sandy gravel with sandy 
gravel bottom. Acceptable 
for Item 201-A, sub-base 
of gravel. 
Test #3 in valley 130' 
west of pit. Till and 
boulders. Fails for Item 
201-A, sub-base of gravel 9  
Has 25% passing #100 mesh 
maximum allowed 15%. Has 
7% passing #270 rresh 
maximum allowed 5%.  Insuf-
ficient proper sized 
stones in sample for wear 
test. Acceptable for Item 
102-A, granular borrow. 
Test Ilk on knoll 100' west 
of test #3, 130' east of 
fence. Gravel. Silt bottom. 
Acceptable for Item 201-A, 
sub-base of gravel. 
Test #5 in elongated knoll 
200' east of pit, 225 1  
west of fence. 0-0.5' over-
burden, 0.5 1 -6.5' pebbly 
sandy, 6.5 1 _11 1  medium 
sand, medium sand bottom. 
Test #5A acceptable for 
Item 202 Mod., sub-base 
of sand. 
Test #5B fails for Item 
201-A, sub-base of gravel. 
Has 60.2% passing Ilk mesh 
maximum allowed 60%. Insuf- 



ROVALTON GRANULAR DATA SHEET NO. 9 

Field Year 	toepth of Over- Exist- 	Sieve Analysis 	Color Abrasioni Passes 
IdentJ Test IFie1d Sample 	burden ing 	_Pass i nq 	 MSHO AASHO 	VHD 
No, 	No. 	Tested (Fl) 	(El) 	Pit 	1-' 5/8"#'+ 1 /flO0 #270 	T-21 	T_4_35 	Spec. 	 Remarks 

I 	 ficient proper-sized stones. 
in sample for wear test. 
Acceptable for Item 102-A, 
granular borrow. 

9 	IA 	11963 	0.5-11 	0-0.5 	No 	- 	- 	63.9 4.0 1 1.5 	:1 	- 	Gran. 	Owner: Mrs. Nellie Perley. 
Bor. 	A series of terraces. Test 
(Gray. #1 75' north of edge of 

first terrace, 240' west 
of fence, 90' south of toe 
of second terrace. 0-0.5' 
overburden, 0.5'-2' sand 

- 	 t ____I__ I _I --- 

18 	1196 3 	15-11 	- 	No 	100 

2 	1963 	0.5-7.5 	0-0.5 I Yes 

	

96.5 7l.q2.0l0.5 	H 	I- 

	

r 1 .421*0 . 35 	I 

- 	

15.1 1.75 
Ii 	11 224% 

* PercerJtage of Total Sample. 

Sand 

Grave I 

wasnea aown rrom secona 
terrace, 2 1 -2.5 1  topsoil, 
original level of terrace, 
2,5 1 -5' gravel, 5 1 -11' 
pebbly sand, silt or clay 
bottom. Test #lA composite. 
Fails for Item 201-A, sub-
base of gravel. Has 63.9% 
passing #4 mesh; maximum 
allowed 60%.  Insufficient 
proper-sized stones in 
sample for wear test. 
Acceptable for Item 102-A, 
granular borrow. 
Test #16 acceptable for 
Item 202 Mod., sub-base 
of sand. 
Test #2 in floor of old 
pit in second terrace. 
0-0.5' overburden, 0.5 1 - 

4.5' gravel, 4. 1 -6' medium 
sand, 6 1 -7,5' sandy gravel, 



V 

1-leici I  Year 	ueptn 
Ident. Test 'Field 	Sample 
No._ No. 	iTested (Fl) 

13 	11963 	12.5-10 

WYALT0N GRANULAR DATA SHEET 0. 10 

Over- 	Exist-I 	Sieve Analysis 	Color AbrasionPasses 
burden jang 	 % Ping 	 i\ASI-!O AASHO 	!W.D 

(Fl) 	I Pit 	 j#i()01  #270 	T21 	T4-.35 ISpec, 

water at 7.5 1 . Acceptable 
for Item 201-A, sub-base 
of gravel. 

li-i 	- 	IGran. 	Test #3 taken 25' north of 
(Bor. 	face of pit, 150' south of 

k Sand) power line. 0-1' overburden, 
1 1 -2.5' fine sand and silt, 
2.5 1 -4' sandy gravel, 9L10' 
fine to medium sand. Fails 
for Item 202 Mod., sub-base 
of sand. Has 68.5% passing 

'#4 mesh; mi ni mum a 11 owed 
.70%. Acceptable for Item 

1 102-A, granular borrow. 

0-1 	No 	95.9 87.7 63.5 1 .0 1.25 
2.7L1*0.86 

0.1.5 INo 	I - 1- 	t7.33.° 1 1.0 	I 1 1-á 
	

24,4% 	)Gravel 

t 	I 
I 	I 

* Percentarie of Toil Saml  

Owner: Mrs. Nellie Perley. 
A series of large flat 
terraces. Test #1 in flat 
open field on terrace. 
200' east of fence, 130' 
north of fence. Pebbly 
sand t'ith rounded stones 
of numerous sizes. Layers 
horizontal, alternating 
pebbly sand and sandy 
gravel. Material kept 
caving in beyond 8 1 . But 
similar material continues 
in bottom. 0-1.5' over-
burden, 1.5 1 -2 .5' fine 
silty sand, 2.5 1 - 14' pebbly 
sand, 4 1 .3 1  sandy gravel, 
sandy gravel bottom. 
Acceptable for Item 201-A, 
sub-base of gravel. 

10 	h 	1963 
	

2.5-3 



11 	hA 	11963 	11-6.5 
	

0-1 	INo 	1- 	1- 	124.514.0 11.5 
	

l 	j23.3% 

	

lB 	1963 	1 6.5-9.5 1 - 	No 	100 100 198 .91 61,0 19.5 
60.249.4 

1C 	11963 	11-10.5 	10-1 	jNo 	1- 

I 	 I 

; 	! 

I 	48.1 36.0 !2. ' 	 26.0%  
* Percntcie of Iota! Samr1e. 

ROYALTOH GRAHULAR DATA SHEET 1W. 11 

Field Year Depth of 'Over- 	lExst- Siev'4'-a'yi Co1or AbriopPacses 

Ident. Test Field Sarnp1e burden irq % Fisshig I\A3-O iJSHO \iD 

1!o. 	No. Tested (Fl) (Fl) Pit 1ihl 5/8'#'- 	#I0O#27O11-211T-4-35 Spec. 	 Remarks 	-- 	 - 

1963 	11-9 jo_i 	f No - - 54.lj 3.0 	10.3 1 Gran. 	Test #2 taken 450' east of 
Rnr 	 test al,. 200 	north of 
(Gray,) fence, 150' west of fence. 

0-1 1  overburden, 1 1 -5' fine 
sandy gravel, 1 -7.5' 
pebbly sand, 7.5'-9' sand, 
sand bottom. Fails for Item 
201-A, sub-base of gravel. 
Has wear of 26.30%; maxmu 
allowed 25%.  Acceptable 
for Item 102-A, granular 
borrow. 

Gravel Owner: Nathaniel Drew Gordon 
An incised portion of large 
terrace overlooking small 
pit. Test #1 	taken 50' 
northwest of edge of ter- 
race 25' east of fence. 
0-1 1 	overburden, 	1 1 -6.5' 
sandy gravel, 6.5'-9.5' 
fine sand. 9.5 1 -10.5' 
sandy gravel. Test #1A 
acceptable for Item 201-A 2  
sub-base of gravel. 

Gran. Test #1B fails for Item 
Bor. 202 Mod., sub-base of sand. 
(Sand) has 60.2% passing #100 

mesh; maximum allowed 18%. 
Has 9.4% pass i ng #270 
mesh; maximum allowed 5%. 
Acceptable for Item 102-A, 
granular borrow. 

Gran. Test #JC composite. Fails 



1963 	I 5.5-7 - 	No 	100 100 97.6  66.0 4.8 	1 	1 - 
r64. 1  d+.68 

2C 
	

1963 	I 1-10 
	

0-1 	I No 	189.1 
	

55 1 Le9.0 1.3 	1 	25.6% 

3 	11963 	I 4-10.5 	I 0-1 	1 No 	- 	- 	47.6 3.0 1.0 	1 	29.8% 

* Percentarle of Total Slm2le 

( 

OYALTCU GkANULAR D\Ti\ SHEET ;io. 12 

Te1d Year 	Depth of Over- 	Exct- -- Si i-1,cis 	Color 1 AbrasornPdsses 

Ident. Test 	Fieid 	Sar,p1e 	burden il.,g 	
0/ 	 A/\S0 A/S•;o 	r.ir 

	

Mo.No. 	jIested (El) 	(Fr) - )j 	 11 	T4-5 	jp.c0 	 Reks 

Borfl, 	for Item 201A, sub-base 
(Gray,) of gravel. Has 36% pass-

ing #100 mesh; maximum 
allowed 15%.  Has wear of 
26%; maximum allowed 25%. 
Acceptable for Item 102-A, 
granular borrow. 

	

2A 	1963 	1-5.5 	0-1 	No 	- 	- 	40.2 5.0 1.3 	2t 	1905% 	Gravel Test #2 taken 250' north- 
I west of Test #1, 50' east 
of fence 0  0-1' overburden, 
1 1 5.5' sandy gravel, 
55'-7' sandy, 7 1 .40' gravel 
gravel bottom. Test #2A 
acceptable for Item 201-A, 

I sub-base of gravel. 
Gran. Test #2B fails for Item 
Bor. 202 Mod0 0  sub-base of sand, 
(Sand) Has 64.4% passing #100 

mesh; maximum allowed 18%. 
Acceptable for Item 102-A, 
granular borrow0 

Gran. Test #2C composite, Fails 
Bor. for Item 201-A, sub-base 

(Gray, ) of gravel. Has wear of 
25.6%; maximum allowed 25%. 
Acceptable for Item 102-A, 
granular borrow, 

Gran. Test #3 taken 120' east of 
Bor. fence from point 125' 

along fence from gully. 
Fails for Item 201-A, sub- 
base of gravel. Has wear 
of 29,8%; maximum allowed 
25%. Acceptable for Item 
102-A, granular borrow. 



I 

ROY/\..TON GRA1U/'9 D 	SHEET NO. 13 

iFie1dYear T  Depth 
Ident.Ilest 	Field 	

! Sample 
No. 	No._j!d 	(FT 

Over- 
birden 
FT) 

Ext 
i 

Sc/lys 

49.240 	1.5 

hraSio.l?cS 
MSHO 

Remarks 

Test #4 beneath telephone 4 1963 0.5-9 	10-0.5 No 
 

1 22.6% Gravel 
cable 60 1  northwest of 
pole #137-315, 290' east 
of corner fencepost. Sandy 
gravel. ;\ccepable for 
Item 201-A, sub-base of 
gravel. 

5 1963 2-9 0-1 No - - 50.2 3.0 	3.0 2 24.2% Gravel Test #5 taken  275'  west of 
Test #4, 6' south of woods 
75' east of fence. 0-1' 
overburden, 	1 1 -2' 	silty 
sand, 21 -9' sandy gravel, 
fine wet sand in bottom, 
with some silt. Acceptable 
for Item 201-A, sub-base 
of gravel. 

6A 1963 2-14 0-2 Yes - - 40.9 3.0 	1.0 3 24.0% Gravel Test #6 in face of pit. 
Dimensions of pit 125' 
east and west 150' north 
and south. Overgrown with 
10' poplars. Face covered 
with vegetation. Test #6A 
taken with handshovel. 
0-2' overburden, 2 1 -7' 
sand with stones, 7 1 -14' 
gravel. Acceptable for 
Item 201-A, sub-base of 
gravel. 

60 1963 14-20 - Yes - - 22.0 7.0 	2.0 1 17.47. Gravel Test 11/60 taken with back- 
hoe. Gravel with gravel 
bottom. Acceptable for 
Item 201-A, sub-base of 
gravel 

7 1963 2-11 0-2 Yes 100 100 100 	24.0 2.75 1 - Gran. Test #7 in floor of pit. 
Vor ,  Fine sand with wet satid in 

an.d.L .hottom. Fails 	fer 	T4ri 9t9 



1 1  2,5 
1.79 

89,2 71.1 6.0 

38.0 100 1100 1.75 

12 1963 4.5-9 10-1 No 7 . 1-i 

13 11963 I 0-11 Yes 100 

1 1963 	10-10 I- 	IYes 

4 

ROVALTON GRANULAR DATA SHEET NO. 14 

FieldlYear 	iDepth of Over- I Exist- 	Sieve Analysis 	lColor Abrasion Passes 
Ident. Test J Field Sample 	burden ing 	- 	% Passinq 	 AASHO AASHO 	VHD 
No. 	No. 	Tested_ (Fl) 	(Fl) 	 J½'79I'e : #

lOOj#270 1-21 	T-4-35 Spec. 	 Remarks 

	

I 	 I 

12 	1 	1963 	0-3 	- 	Yes 	1OC 100 100 77-01  56.0 	1 	- 

- 	64A 7.0 11.0 	1 	16.2% 

* Prren' rf Trl Samr1e. 

Mod., sub-base of sand. 
Has 24% passing #100 mesh; 
maximum allowed 181/o. Accept- 
able for Item 102-A, gran- 
ular borrow. 

- Owner: Robert Oumville. A 
series of many pits. Test 
#1 in floor of eastern- 
most pit. Silty sand with 
silt bottom. Fails for Item 
102-A, granular borrow. Has 

567. passing #270 mesh; 
maximum allowed 10%. 

Sand Test #2 in woods 50' north 
of pit containing Test #1, 

east of woods road. 
0-1 1 	overburden, 	1 1 -4.5' 
silt, 4.5 1 -9' 	pebbly sand, 
pebbly sand bottom. Accept- 
able for Item 202 Mod., 
sub-base of sand. 

Gran. Test #3 in west end of pit 
Bor. north of pit containing 
(Sand) Test #1. 0-8' fine to 

medium sand, 8 1 -3.5' sift, 
3.5 1 -11' fine to medium 
sand. Fails for Item 202 
Mode, sub-base of sand. 
Has 33% passing #100 mesh; 
maximum allowed 18%. Accept- 
able for Item 102-A, gran- 
ular borrow. 

Gran. Test #4 in east face of 
Bor. large pit north of pit 



1963 1-12 No 100 95 . 0 1 39 .
14 19. 2.0 	2 
i*17.c* 1.73 

* erE of Total Samp, 

ROYALTOM GRANULAR DATA SHEET NO. 	15 

f Fieldl Year 	Depth of Over- 	jExist- 	Sieve Analysis Co1or AbrasionlPasses 
Ident. Test Field 	Sample burden 	ing 	 % P'ssing AASHO AASHO 	!VHD 

No. No. Tested 	(Fl) (Fl) 	Pit 	! 	u! 513#4 	#10(1 #270 1-21 1-4-35 	'Spec. 	 Rewarks 

I I (Gray.) containing Tests #1 & #3. 

I Sandy gravel with fine sand 
bottom. Fails for Item 
201-A, sub-base of gravel. 
Has 647. passing #4 mesh; 
maximum allowed 60%.  Accept- 
able for Item 102-A, gran- 
ular Borrow. 

Sand 	JTest #5 taken 200' north of 
junction of old racetrack 

1 and road to pit containing 
Test #4, 50' east of race- 
track. 0-1' overburden, 
1'-7.5' 	pebbly sand, 	7.5'- 
10' medium sand. Acceptable 
for Item 202 Mod., sub-base 
of sand. 

Sand Test #6 on large knoll 
northeast of pit. 0-1' 
overburden, 	1'-5' 	pebbly 
sand, 	5 1 -10' 	fine sand, 
with bands of silt. Accept- 
able for Item 202 Mod., 
sub-base of sand. 

Sand Test #7 on south end of 
knoll containing Test #6. 
0-1' 	overburden, 	1'-7' 
pebbly sand, 	7'-11' 	fine 
silty sand. Acceptable for 
Item 202 Mod., sub-base 
of sand. 

Sand Test #8 adjacent to west 
leg of racetrack 125' north 
of junction with woods road. 

- 	 - 	

-- 0-1' 	overburden, 	l'-ll.S' 

0-1 	!No 2.OIO.5 	Il ii 	I 1-10 	 I100192.1175.31 

80. 22.0 5.0 

k17.( 4.0 

77.11 6.0 2.0 
r154 

6 	11963 	11-10 	10-1 	JNo 	11001100 

7 	11963 	11-7 	10-1 	I No 	1100194.3 

2 	I 



ROYALTON GRANULAR DATA SHEET NO. 16 

Field Year 	iDepth of: Over- 1Exist-, 	Sieve Analysis 	1Color IkbrasionPasses 
Ident.Test Field 	Sample 	burden I ing 	 % Passing 	 J\ASHO g AASHO 	VHD 
No. 	No. 	Tested (FT) 	(FT) 	Pit 	j fl"5/8"#k #ioot #270 	T-2l '1-4-35 	Spec._ 	 Remarks 

I fine to medium moist sand, 
11.5'-1 2 ' gravel with well- 

a 	 rounded hard-looking stones. 
Acceptable for Item 202 
Mod., sub-base of sand. 

13 	Ji 	1963 	1-10.5 1 0-1 	No 	- 	- 	27.2 4.0 1 1.8 	3 	123.8% 	Gravel Owner: Ford Poultry Farms. 

2 	1963 	1-3.5 	1 0-1 	No 	_ 	_ 	41.216.0 1 1.5 	3 	22.0% 	Lravei 

4A 	11963 	12_7 	1 0-2 	I No 	J- )- 	132.81 5.0)2.5 	11 	114.0% 	JGravel 

A large flat area. Test #1 
at west end of meadow and 
adjacent to Vt. Route 107. 
0-1' overburden, l'-1O.5' 
coarse gravel, some stones 
over 6 11 , 10.5 1  water on 
bedrock. Acceptable for 
Item 201-A, sub-base of 
gravel. 
Test #2 adjacent to Vt. 
Route 107 and 340' east 
of Test #1. 0-1' overburden, 
1'-3.5' gravel. Could not 
go deeper due to undergrounc 
telephone cable. Acceptable 
for Item 201-A, sub-base 
of gravel. 
Test #4 taken 160' north-
east of Test #3 and adja-
cent to 11.1aterman Road. 
0-2' overburden, 2 1 -7' 
gravel, 7'-11' fine sand, 
fine sand bottom. Test #4A 
acceptable for Item 201-A, 
sub-base of gravel. 
Test #4B fails for Item 
202 Mod., sub-base of sand. 

48 	11963 	17-11 	I - 	INo L 	L 100I9O.LJ88.O 30.0L4.8 	1 
26.4!4.22 

I * Percentage of Total Sample 

Gran. 
Bor. 



I 

t-ieia Year 	LJtfl 

Ident.Test 	Field Sample 
No. No. 	Testedj(FT) 

I 	j 	I 
I 	I 

ISA 	11963 	11-6 

2 	1963 	11-12 

ROYALTON GRANULAR DATA SHEET NO. 17 

Over- 	Exist- 	Sieve Analysis Co1orAbrasion Passes 
burden 	ing 	 %Passig LAASHO AASHO 	IVHD 
(El) 	Pit 	1½15/8't#Li. 	#10O #270 T-21 TJ+-35_Spec. Remarks 

(Sand) I Has 	26.147o passing #100 
mesh; maximum allot4ed 18%. 
Acceptable for Item 102-A, 
granular borrow. 

0-1 No 100 100 100 314.0 35.0  1 - - Test #5 adjacent to water- 
man Road and 1420 1  north- 
west of Test A. 0_1 1  over- 
burden, 	1 1 -6' 	fine silty 
sand, 	61_11.51 	gravel, 
ledge bottom. Test #5A 
fails for Item 102-A, 
granular borrow. Has 35% 
passing #270 mesh; maximum 
allowed 10%. 

No - - 140.0 26.0 3.0 1 19.6% Gran. Test #5B has some stones 
Bor. over 6" not included in 
Grav. samples. Fails for Item 

201_A, sub-base of gravel. 
i Has 26% passing #100 mesh; 
maximum allowed 15%.  Has 
3% passing #270  mesh; 

I maximum allowed 57.. Accept- 
able for Item 102-A, gran- 
ular borrow. 

Yes 100 100 100 914.0 27.0 1 - - Owner: Mrs. Florence Bigelot 
A very extensive pit area. 
Contains scattered piles 
of overburden. Test #1 in 
floor in southeast corner. 
Fine silt. 	Possible sitt 
bottom. Fails for Item 
102-A, granular borrow. 

0-1 Yes - - 1414.8 3.0 1.25 3 23.2% Gravel Test #2 in face adjacent 
to Test #1 sandy gravel. 

53 
	

1963 
	

6-11.5 

114 
	

1963 
	

b-h 



ROYALTOI9 GRANUL.AR a'\TA SHEET NO. 10 

Yes 

Yes 

pieIi Year 	ueptn 
Ident. Test 	Field 	Sample 

No. 	No. 	Tested (FT)_ 

3 	f1963 	0-3 

I 	I 

1963 	I 0-11.5 

I 	I 

1963 	0-11  

Sieve Analysis 
% Passing 

_15!'i 513I' #' 	#1QO #270 

100 100 1 9QG -C 36.0 i 5.0 
*35.21kL.9 

1 
	

100 100 65.0  6.25 

100 100 91.1c 92.01 55.0 
5}5O .6 

100 100 100 91.0 53.5 

100 100 97.1:  38.01 32.0 
85.53l .1 

* Percentage 0 f Tota 

Rema F 

Acceptable for Item 201-A, 
sub-base of gravel. 
Test #3 in floor at south 
side of pit3 Medium to 
fine sand. Fails for Item 
202 Mod., sub-base of 
sand. Has 35,2% passing 
#100 mesh; maximum allowed 
10%. Acceptable for Item 
102-A, granular borrow. 
Test #4 in northwest corner 
of pit. Fails for Item 
202 Mod., sub-base of sand. 
Has 650/." passing #100 mesh; 
maximum allowed 18%.  Has 
6.25% passing #270 mesh; 
maximum allowed 5%.  Accept-
able for Item 102-A, gran-
ular borrow. 
Test #5 under power line at 
north end of pit. In floor 
of pit. Silty sand. Fails 
for Item 102-A, granular 
borrow. Has 50.6% passing 
#270 mesh; maximum allowed 

Test #6 in floor of small 
pit south of main pit. 
Silty sar,d, Fails for Item 
102-A, granular borrow. 
Has 53.50%  passing #270 mesh; 
maximum allowed 10%. 
Test #8 in section south of 
section containing Test#7. 

Over- 	xist- 
burden ing 
(FT) 	Pit 

Yes 

Color MbraS1o9 i'asses 
AAS1-10 MSHO 	VHI) 
T21 	T.435 	Spec. 

Gran. 
Bor. 
(Sand) 

Gran. 
Bor. 
(Sand) 

I 	- 

1 	- 

I Sample. 

1963 
	

0.-li 
	

Yes 

1963 	f 0-11 	- 	IYes 



( 

ROYALTOH GRANIJLJ\R TTA SHEET NO. 19 

Field tVear 	!Depthof Over- lExist- 	Sieve Analysis 	! Color tAbrasio'.sses 

Ident. Test jField I Sample 	burden ling 	-. % Psr _ AASO PJSiO 

No. 	No. 	Tested (Fl) 	(Fl) 	Pit 	i" 5/8#4 Th009270 	T21 	T-4-35 ,Spec. 	 Remarks 

Fine send and silt. Fails 

I for Item 102-A, granular 
borrow. Has 32% passing 
)#270 mesh; maximum allow- 

/ ed.  

15 	1 	1963 	0-2 	- 	No 	- 	
- 	

6.0 1.0 	1 	16 90% 	Gravel Owner: Donald 3igelow. A 
large river bar in White 
River. Test #1 taken 200' 
right of centerline of 
proposed project I 89 at 
station 1170+25. Coarse 
gravel. Acceptable for 
Item 201-A, s*ibbee of 
gravel. 

Owner: Donald Bigelow. A 
large terrace over1ookng 
bend in river. Test #1 
170' right of median of 
proposed project I 89 at 
station 1157 40. 0-1 .5' 
overburden, 1.5 1 -5' pebbly 
sand to fine gravel. East 
end of hole (not sampled) 
looked stonier than west 
end, 5'-10.5' fine sand 
with bands of silt, fine 
sand with bands of silt 
in bottom. Test #lA accept-
able for Item 202 Mod., 
sub-base of sand. 
Test #10 fails for Item 
102-A, c'ranular borrow. Has 
42% pasting #270 mesh; 

16 
	

hA 
	

1963 	11.5-5 
	

I 0-1.; Iwo 	100 195.6 87.0 5.0 11.0 	12 
	

I- 	ISand 

.35+O. 87 

18 	11963 	1 5-10.5 	1 - 	IMo 	)100 
I 

100 1100 !94.0;42.0  l 	- 
I 	 I 

	

* Prcnace of Toti Sample 	- 



c 3 , 011.75 12 

PSOYALTON GRANULAR OATA SHEET NO. 20 

Color-\haic P ;c 
ivSHO 

T21 	- 1
1_.pec, : 	- 	Pernarks 

maxim'm allowed 10%. 
Test #1C coiposite. Fails 
for Item 102-A, granular 
borrow. Has 26% passing 

#270 mesh 	maximum allow- 
ed 10%. 

Gran. Test #2 taken 5' 	left of 
Bor. median of proposed project 
(Gray.) I 	i9 at station 1156+75. 

0-1' 	overburden, 	l'-9.5' 
sandy gravel, sandy gravel 
bottom. Fi1s for Item 
201-A, sub-base of gravel. 
Has 63% passing #L mesh; 
maximum allowed 60%.  In- 
sufficient proper-sized 
stone in sample for wear - 
test. Acceptable for Item 
102-A, granular borrow. 

Gran. Test #3 taken  535' of 
Bor. median of project I 89 at 
(Gray.) station 115640, 20' 	in 

from top of bank. 0-1.5' 
overburden, 	1.5 1 -10' sandy 
gravel. Insufficient pro- 
per-sized stones in sample 
for wear tez't. Grading 
acceptable for Item 201-A, 
sub-base of gravel. Accept- 
able for Item 102-A, gran- 
ular borrow. 

Sand 	Owner: Albe:t Ly:nan. A 
large roit;nu meadow of 

19ranular material, Test 

1 	I- 

( 

3 
	

19 

17 
	

1 
	

119 

Over- JE.%iLt- 	Sve 
b'irden ing 	I 	'° 

__ 	(FT) 	Pit 

	

1963 	; 1 .5-10.5 0-1.5 	No 	:100 100 95. 39.0 26.0 
*37.1k2L.8 

I 	 I 

	

I 	I 

	

11963 	I 1-9.5 	0-1 	lNo 	100 93.963.q 5.0 1.5- 

ic 

12 

Field JYear 	Depth 

Ident.1 1est 1Feld 	Sampe 

io. 	No, 	!Teted(rT) 

10097.785.91 3.0 1.0 	2 	1- 
*2.56W0.6  

of 



1001100 18 	1 No 98.51 59 .j 10  
, ,  

1963 	10-9.5 

LI 1963 IDI Yes 3 •iiii• 2-10.5 1 	,0 , 21 .05.9 
-19. 	'.o5 

0_1 1 	overburden, 	li_St 

pebbly sand, 	5'-11' 	silt 
and clay, 	silt and clay 
bottorii. i\cceptable for Item 
202 Mod., sub-base of sand. 

Gran. 
Ion 
Owner: George Gates., A pit 

Bor. 4 levels. Test #1 behind 
(Sand) 1upper level of pit along 

power 1ine 	Partially 
stripped. 0-3.5' 	pebbly 
sand, 	3.5 1 -5 1  medium sand, 

5 1 95' 	fine sand. 	Fails 
for Item 202 Mod., sub- 
base of sand. Has 53% 
passing 11100 mesh; maximum 
allowed 5%. Acceptable for 
Item 102-A, granular borrow. 

- Test #2 i., floor of upper 
pit. Fine sand. Fails for 
Item 102-A, granular bor- 
row. !Ia: 27.5% passing #270 
mesh; max i mum a 11 owed 10%. 

Gran. Test #3 in floor of third 
Bor. leveh O- 	fill, 2 1 -C' 
(Sand) dark gray pebbly sand, 

61_71 	fi:ie tan sand with 
cross.bd 9 	7'-10.5' 	dark 
gray pebbiy sand. Fails 
for Item 202 Mod., sub- 
base of sd. Has 
pass i nc 	11 I I( 	mesh 	ta 	i mum 
ai1oyd 1% 	Acccpth1e 

1•. 	 ') 	 " 	. 	I 
j...ii 	,.j-r.. 	g 	-..hJI3 

2 	11963 	10-10 	1- 	lYes 	11001100 floO I 94.0! 27.5 Ii 	I- 

1 rrn 

R0!A..T0'1 GR.UJ 	DAT! S:EET NO 21 

'Field Vear 	0eptbovOv"r_ 	Fdt 	 'lyss 	Cribrasiot'i-'ses 

Ident.lTest 	Fieid 	Sampc 	brden hg 	 %r - ç 	_AZ0 1\ASHO 	'J D 

b. jNo. 	jiested 1(FT) 	(FT) 	Ph 	 11270 jL1 	1-4-35 	Spec. 	 RellLarks 	-- 
I 

91 take. 1 1,0' west of fence. 



0YRLT0H GRAHULI'R DAT' SHEET HO. 22 

Field • Year 	IOepth  of Over- 	Exist- 	Sieve Analysis 	Co1or jAbrasion Passes 

Ident. Test 	Field 	Sample 	1burden ing 	 % Passinq 	 AASHO AASH0 	VHD 

No. 	No. - Tested I(FT) 	(Fl) 	Pit 	l' 57'#4 	#l0O1#270 	1-21 	T_4_35 ISpec. 

1963 	0-7. 	- 	Yes 	- 	- 	6.83.O !4.0 	1 	- 	Gran. 
Bor. 
(Gray. 

5 	1963 	0-10 	- 	Yes 	- 	- 	24.7 3.0 4.0 	1 	25.4% 	IGran. 
Bor. 

I 	 (Gray.) 

16A 	11963 	13-14 	I- 	IYes 	(100(100 1100 193.0136.0 	(1 	
(- 	 I- 

Remarks 

rest #4 in floor of 2nd 
level, 0-7.5' coarse gravel, 
ome stones over 61. 7.51.. 

10' fine sand, fine sand 
)ottom. Fails for Item 
Wi-A, sub-base of gravel. 
las 4% passing #270 mesh; 
naxirnum allowed 3%. Insuf-
Ficient proper-sized stones 
in sample for wear test. 
\cceptable for Item 102-A, 
granular borrow. 
Test #5 in floor of lowest 
level. Coarse gravel, some 
stones over 6 11 . Fails for 
Item 201-A, sub-base of 
gravel. Has wear of 2.4%; 
iraximum allowed 25%. 
cceptab1e for Item 102-A, 

granular borrow. 
Test #6 in north face of 
third level. Stripped. 

0-3' fine sand and silt, 
3'-14' fine sand and silt, 
14 1 -26' pebbly sand, 26 1 -

35.5' fine to medium sand 
with concretions, 35.5 1 -

43•51 sandy gravel. Par-
tially sampled due to 
slump. Test #6A fails for 
Item 102-A, granular 
borrow. as 36% passing 
#270 mesh; maximum allowed 

10%. 



6c 
	

1963 	1 26-35.5 	- 	Yes 	100 

60 	
1963 
	

I 35.-43.5 - 	Yes 	- 

7A 
	

1963 
	

10-30 
	

10-2 	Yes 	- 

Field iyear ueptn 

Ident. Test Field Sample 

No. No. ITested (FT) 

16B 11963 14-26 

Over- 1 Exist 
burden ing 
(fl) 	Pit 

- 	Yes 

1't 

98.1 

I 	 I 

. 	
I 

7B 	1963 	130-50 	- 

7C 	1963 	160-75 	- 

ROYALTOM GRANULAR DATA SHEET HO. 23 

Sieve Analysis 	Color Mbrasion 
% Passjng . _ 	AASHO MSHO 

5/0"#4 #100! #270 1-21 	T-4-35 

94.2 89.914.0  1.0 	1 	- 

j3.590.9 

100 95.7  37.01  13.0 	1 	- 
3,.L4k12.45 

- 	25.8 4.0 1.25 	1 	25.0% 

- 	43.6 16.0 6.0 	1 	34.0% 

- 	34.4 11. 4.0 	1 	26.4% 

- 	.33.21 ll.d 5.0 	1½ 	123.0% 

* Percentage of Totcl Sample 

ra ss es 
VD 
Spec. Remarks 

Sand Test //60 acceptable for 
Item 202 Mod., sub-base 
of sand. 

- Test #6C fails for Item 
102-A, granular borrow. 
Has 13% passing #270 mesh; 
maximum allowed 10%. 

Gravel Test #6D acceptable for 
Item 201-A, sub-base of 
gravel. 

Grari. Test //7 in face of lower 
Bor. pit. 0-2' overburden, 2 1 -10' 
(Gray.) fine sand to silt, 	101-30 

gravel, 30'-60' coarse 
gravel, 60 1 -75' coarse 
gravel, sandy bottom. Test 
#7A Fails for Item 2014, 
sub-base of gravel. Has 
16% passing #100 mesh; 
maximum allowed 15%.  Has 
6% passing #270  mesh; 
maximum allowed 	%. Has 
wear of 34%; maximum allow- 
ed 25%. Acceptable for 
Item 102-A, granular borrow. 

Gran. Test #7B  fails for Item 
Bor. 201-A, sub-base of gravel. 
(Gray.) Has wear of 26.47.; maximum 

allowed 25%.  Acceptable 
for Item 102-A, granular 
borrow. 

Gravel Test #7C  acceptable for 
Item 201-A, sub-base of 
gravel. 

Yes 	I - 

I Yes 



ROYALTON GRANULAR DATA SHEET NO. 21+ 

Ident. 
No. 

Field 	Year 
Test 	i Field 
No. 	Tested 

Depth ot 1 uver- 
Sample Iburden 
(Fl) 

Lxist- I 

ing 
(Fl) 	Pit 

aieve i- niysis 

- % PassJj 
11 	s/8'j ,#lOO#27O 

L1010F 

AASHO 
1-21 

r%  

AASHO 
T-1+-35 

V 

Spec. Remarks 

8 1958 - - 	!Yes - 	- 	18.1 	10.0440 1 19.67o Gravel Test #8 taken by D.P. 
Stewart. Location unknown. 
Acceptable for Item 201-A, 
sub-base of gravel. 

19 IA 1963 1-11 0-1 !Yes - 	- 	1+2.3 17.0
-I

6.75 1 30.6% Gran. Owner: Phlip lcratky. A 
Bor. small pit on north side of 
(Gray.) high knoll. Test #1 gravel. 

Test #IA fails for Item 
201-A, sub-base of gravel. 
Has 17% passing #100 mesh; 
maximum allowed 15%.  Has 

6.75% passing #270 mesh; 
maximum allowed 5%. Has 
30.6% wear; maximum allowed 
25%. Acceptable for Item 

¶ 102-A, granular borrow. 

lB 1963 11-22 - Yes - 	- 	1+7 . 7 	13.0 3.0 1 25.4% Gran. Test 1/lB fails for Item 
1201-A, Bor. sub-base of gravel. 

(Gray.) Has wear of 26. 1+%; maximum 
allowed 25%.  Acceptable 
for Item 102-A, granular 
borrow. 

20 1A 1963 0.5-9.5 0-0.5 No 100 100 100 79.0  21.0 1 - - Owner: Philip cratky. A 
small open meadow on low 
terrace parallel 	to river. 
Test #1 taken 380' south 
of brook, 1+' west of fence 
which parallels l!hite 
River. 0-0.5' overburden, 
0.5'-9.5' 	fine sand, 9.5 1 - 

11.5' 	gravel, gravel 	bottom. 
Test 1/lA fails for Item 
102-A, granular borrow. 



100 98.3187.61 l2.Oi L.O 

I 	I 
I 	 I 

6.7014.5191.513.0 3.25 

21 	Il 	1963 
	

1-8 	0-1 

	

2 
	

1963 
	

0-•/ 
	

Yes l 	- 

ROYALTON GRANULAR DATA SHEET NO, 25 

Field Year Depth of Over- Exist- Sieve Analysis Color :Abrasion, Passes 

Ident. Test Field Sample burden ing % Passin AASHO AASHO 	VHO 

No. Tested (Fl) (FT) Pit j4t's73# 1+ 	#lOO, #270 T 2 l tT_k_35 	LSpec. 	 Remarks 

Has 21% passing #270 mesh; 

- 	 I maximum allowed 10%. 

lB 1963 9.5-11.5 - Mo ,- 	
- 	514 LP 143.01 15.8 1 - 	- Test #lB fails for Item 

102-A, granular borrow. 
Has 15.8% passing #270 

I  

I !2 L 
mesh; maximum allowed 10%. 

155' 
2 1963 0.5-11.5 O-O.5 INo :100 100 	100 	73.O28.O - Test #2 on small knoll 

Test #1, 	15' east south of 
I of base of high ridge. 

Fails for Item 102-f, gran- 
ular borrow. Has 28% pass- 
ing #270 mesh; maximum 
allowed 107.. 

Sand 	0tner: Albert Gagne. A 
large granular terrace 
containing two small pits. 
Area contains large truck 
garden. Test #1 taken 85' 
east of town road, measur-
ing from point 115' north 
of house. 0-1 1  overburden, 
P-3' silty sand, 3 1 -5.5' 
sandy fine gravel with 
flat stones, 5 • 51_31 medium 
to fine sand. Acceptable 
for Item 202 Mod., sub-
base of sand. 

Sand 	Test #2 in floor of small 
pit approximately 350' 
east of town road. Trees 
in floor 15' in height 
indicating age of pit as 
20 years. Pit now used 

* Percentage of Total Sample 



ROYALTOI'1 GRANULAR DATA SHEET NO. 26 

Fie1d 	Year 	Depth OF 

Ident.Test 	Field 	Sample 

Ho. 	No. 	 (FT) ,jested 

Over- 	Exist- 
burden 	ing 
(Fl) 	Pit 

I 	Sieve Analysis 	lColor 

_LssinL 

'.!5/8hII 	#100[#270 
AASHO 'AASHO 
1-21 

Abrasiorn 

T-1 -35 
1 VHD 
Passes 

Spec. Remarks - 

as dump. Very narrow east 
and west but 2401 north 
and south. Fine to medium 
sand with boulders. Accept- 
able for Item 202 Mod., 
sub-base of sand 

3 	1963 	1.5-7.5 0-1.5 Yes - - 52.6 11.0 4 • 5 2 40.67. Gran. Test #3 in face at south 
Bor. end of small pit. Fine 
(Gray.) gravel with sand bottom. 

Fails for Item 201-A, 
sub-base of gravel. Has 
1+.5/ passing #270 mesh; 
maximum allowed 3%. Has 

• wear of 40.6%; maximum 
• allowed 25%.  Acceptable 

for Item 102-A, granular 
borrow. 

1963 	11-7 0-1 No - - 26.7 20,0 7.0 1 30.67o Gran. Test #Li taken 12' east of 
Bor. large pit 15'  north of 
(Gray.) south end. Coarse gravel 

with many stones over 6 11 . 

Fails for Item 201-A, sub- 
base of gravel. Has 20% 
passing #100 mesh; maximum 
allowed 15%. Has 7%  pass- 
ing #270 mesh; maximum 
allowed 5%. Has wear of 
30.6%; maximum allowed 2 5%. 
Acceptable for Item 102-A, 
granular borrow. 

22 1 	1963 	10-2 - No - - 43.0 1.0 	0.5 1 12.1+% Gravel Owner: John 	ilburn, A 
large river bar. Test #1 
taken 400' south of north 
end of bar, 20' from river 



f1

1B 	1963 	k1o.5

2Li. 	1963 	0-2 	1 - 	 NO 

	

- I- 	149.16.0 11.5 	123.2% 	IGravel 

	

C 
	 23.2 14.01 2 .75 12 
	

10.6% 	ravel 

ROYALTON GRANULAR DATA SHEET WO, 27 

Field 	Year 	TOepth of 	Over- 	Exist- Sieve Analysis 	Color Abrasion Passes 
IdGnt.Test 	!Field 	Sample 	burden 	ing I (FT) 

____ 	MSHO _P.inq MSHO VHD 
No. 	jNo, 	Tested 	 (FT) 	Pit 1¼'5/3" #4 	#l0O1 27O 	1-21 T_L.35 Remarks 

t t 

edge. Acceptable for Item 

2 1963 1 0-2 No I 29.413.0 1.0 1 14.6% 
!201_A, sub-base of gravel. 

Gravel 	#2 taken 	south - -  'Test 	 250' 

I of Test #1, 20' from river 
edge, lko' north of south 
end of bar. Acceptable for 
Item 201-A, sub-base of 
gravel. 

23 	hA 	11963 	0.5_4 	10_0. 	jNo 	1001100 Iioo 136.0126.0 13 	- ~ Owner: Frank Farrell. A 
granular terrace. Test #1 

35' right of proposed pro-
ject I 89 at station 1051+50 
73' north of shack. 0-0.5' 
overburden, 0.5 1 _4 1  fine 
sand and silt, 4 1 _10.5' 
sandy gravel. Test #1A 
fails for Item 102-A, 
granular borrow. Has 26% 
passing #270 mesh; maximum 
allored 10%. 
Test #13 acceptable for 
Item 201-A, sub-lese of 
gravel. 

Owner: Roland Daniels. An 
area of river gravel. Test 
#1 in flat adjacent to 
sawmill, 10 1  west of river 
bank. Material similar to 
that in river bar. Accept-
able for Item 201-A, sub-
base of gravel. 



I 	 I 

ROYALTON GRANULAR DPTA SHEET NO. 28 

iField Year 	;Depth of 	er- 	Tst- 	Sieve Alysis 	Color 	Abrasion. Passes 

Ident, Test Field 	Sample 	burden 	ing AASHO 	AASHO 	I VHD 
1Pit No. Not, Tested 	(FT) 	(cT) 	 l" 5/8"#k 	#100#270 	T-2l 	j.-k-35 	SQec. 	 Rernaks 

25 1 1963 1-11.5 0-1 No 	-. - 32.5l2.O 3.0 	'2 	1S.Ll% 	Gravel 	Owner: Dale Camp. A level 
open meadow on large ter- 
race. Permission granted 
to dig in barnyard only. 
Test #1 adjacent to barn 
and 115' west of fence. 
0-I' overburden, 	1 1 -9' 
fine gravel, 	9 1 -11.5' 	sand. 

!Acceptable for Item 201-A, 
sub-base of gravel. 

26 1A 1963 0.5-3 0-0.5 Yes - - 27.2 25.0  8.25 1! 	'21.80% Gran. Owner: Leon Bushway. A 
Bor. small pit. Test #1 in floor 
(Gray.) of pit. 0-0.5' overburden, 

I 0.5 1 -3' gravel, 3I_5 

medium sand, 51-8' fine 
sand and silt ledge bottom. 
Test #1A fails for Item 
201-A, sub-base of gravel. 
Has 25% passing #100 mesh; 
maximum allowed 15%.  Has 
8.25% passing #270 mesh; 
maximum allowed 5%. Accept- 
able for Item 102-A, gran- 
ular borrow. 

lB 1963 3-8 - Yes 100 100 100 1+1.0 21.0 1 - - Test #IB fails for Item 
102-A, granular borrow. 

/ Has 21% passing #270 mesh; 
maximum allowed 10%. 

2 1963 0.5-1+ 0-0.5 No 100 100 100 81.0 23.75 1 - - Test #2 taken 10' east of 
pit, 	150' right of pro- 
posed project I 89 at 
station 1021+95. 0-0.5' 
overburden, 0.5'-1+' fine 
silty sand, ledge bottom. 



* 	 I 

ROYALTON GRANUL/kR DATA SHEET NO, 29 

Ident. 
No. 

Field 
Test 
No. - 

I Year 
Field 
Tested 

Depth of 
Sample 
(Fl) 

Over- 
burden 
(FT) 

Exist- 	j 
ing 
Pit l" 

Sieve 
%Pan_ 

5/3' . 100j#2.Zp . T_2l 

Analysis Color 
ARSHO 

Abrasion 
'V\SHO 
T-1+-35 

Passes 
Vt-ID 
Spec. Remarks 

Fails for Item 102-A, gra 
ular borrow. Has 23.75% 
passing #270 mesh; maximui 
allowed 10%. 

3 1963 1.5-10.5 0-1.) No - 
- 1+1+.7 6.0 1.75 1 22.0% Gravel Test #3 taken 160' north 

of Test #2, 80' south of 
fence adjacent to town 
road. Acceptable for Item 
201-f', sub-base of gravel 

LA 1963 0.5-5 0-0.5 No 100 100 100 90.0 20.0 21,2 Test #1+ taken 200' east 0 

Test #3. 0-0.5' overburde 
0.5 1 -5' 	fine sand, 	5 1 -8' 
gravel, ledge bottom. Tes 
#L'\ fails for Item 102-A, 
granular borrow. Has 20% 
passing #270 mesh; maximui 
allowed 10%. 

1963 5-8 - No - - 22.1+ 23.0 9.0 1 27.3% Gran. Test #1+8 fails for Item 
Bor. 201-A, sub-base of gravel 
(Gray.) Has 2o1. passing #100 mesh 

maximum allowed 15%.  Has 
9% passirg #270 mesh; max 
mum allowed 5%. Has  27. 
wear; maximum allowed 25% 
Acceptable for Item 102-A 
granular borrow. 

5A 1963 2-6.5 0-1 No - - 1+0.5 5.0 1.5 3 18.1+% Gravel Test #5 taken 120' south 
of Test A. 200' rIght of 
proposed project I 39 at 
station 1019+50. 0-1' 
overburden, 1 1 -2' yellow- 
ish brown fine sand and 
silt, 21-6.5' 	gravel, 	6.5 
10.5' 	fine sand and silt, 
ledge bottom. Test #A 

- a.ccar'tah1 	for 	- - 	 - 



r0'(ALTO1 GRA4ULAR r)ATA SHEET NO. 30 

Ficld iYear Depth of Over- Exist- 	Sieve Analysis Color 	AbrasionPasses - 
Ident. Test Field Sample burden ing 	 _Passin_ i\ASHO 	PLSHO VHD 
No. No. 	ITested (FT) (FT) Pit 	V 1 '5t3'#L+ 	#10q#270 T-21 	T_4_35 Spec. Remarks 

sub-base o 	gravel. 

50 1963 6.5-10.5 - No 100 100 93. 	L2j  7,5 2 - Gran. Test #50 fails for Item 
Bor. 202 Mod., sub-base of sand. 
(Sand) Has 39,4% passing #100 

mesh; maximum allowed 18%. 
Has 7%  passing #270 mesh; 
maximum allowed 57.. Accept- 
able for Item 102-A, gran- 
ular borrow. 

27 1 1963 0.5-9 0-0.5 No 100 100 78. 2.0 0.75 3 - Sand Owner: Howard Eddy. A 
*l.531k0,59 granular terrace. Test #1 

So' 	right of proposed pro- 
ject 1 39 at station 1011+5C 
0-0.5' overburden, 0.5 1 -9' 

I pebbly sand, Acceptable 
for Item 202 Mod., sub- 
base of sand. 

2 1963 1-9- 0-1 No 100 100 91L31 2.0 1.0 2 - Sand Test #2 taken 30' left of 
t*l.8 7roposed project I 89 at 

station 1012+50. Pebbly 
sand. Acceptable for Item 
202 Mod., sub-base of sand. 

28 1 1963 1-7 0-1 No - - 	51.1 5.0 	1.3 	2 	25.3% Gran. Owner: Dale Camp. A large 
Bor. level 	terrace. Test #1 
(Gray,) taken 00' north of barn, 

115' east of fence. Sandy 
gravel. Fails for Item 
201-A, sub-base of gravel. 
Has wear of 25.3%; maximum 
allowed 25%.  Acceptable 
for Item 102-A, granular * ?ercentaqe of Total 	Sample borrow. 



WYALTON GRANULAR DATA SHEET NO, 31 

Field Year - Depth of Over- 	Exist- 	Sieve Analysis 	Color AbrasionPisses 

Ident. Test lField Sample 	burden ing 	 fj__J/\AHO iVSHO 	D 

No. 	No. 	Tested (Fl) 	(FT) 	Pit - 

29 	1 	1963 	0-2 	- 	No 	- 	- 	
)7.32.O 0.75 	1 	lO.% 	Gravel 

I 	 I 
-i-- I 

Remarks 

Owner: Dale Camp. River 
bar opposite brick house. 
Test #1 in upstream end 
of bar. Vater at 3 1 . 

Acceptable for Item 201A, 
sub-base of gravel. 

30 	1 	1963 	01+ 	1 - 	No 	- 	- 	28.2 5.0 12.5 	1 1 	19.6% 	Gravel Owner: Mrs. Florence 
Silvester. I\ small river 
bar. 200' by 90 1 . Test #1 
in center of bar. !ater 
at I.  Acceptable for Item 
201-A, sub-base of gravel. 

31 1 	11963 	10.5-9.5 
	

0-0.5 
	

No 
	

Ime 100 91.0 3.0 (1 .0 	1 1  
kr2.73$Q.9l 

2 	11963 	(0.5-10 	(0-0.5 (No 	(100(100 1100 596.013.0 11 

I 	I 
* Percen tage of Total Sample 

Sand 	Owner: E.R. Peterson. A 
large kame terrace with 
open meadow on top. Test 
#1 taken 60' north of fence, 
135' southeast of corner 
fence post. Uniform sand. 
Acceptable for Item 202 
Mod., sub-base of sand. 
Test //2 taken 400 1  north 
of test #1, 210' northeast 
of corner fence post. 
0_0•5 overburden, 0.5' 

7.5' fine sand, 7.5'-9.0' 
fine, wet sand, silt, 
9.0 1 -10.0' medium fine 
sand, sand bottom. Fails 
for It3m 102-A, granular 
borrow. Nas 53% passing 
#270 mesh; maximum allowed 
10%. 



fOYALT0L'I GRANULAR DATA SHEET HO. 32 

Ident. 
Ho. 

Field iYear 
Test 
No. 

Field 
Tested 

inepth of 
Sample 
(Fl) 

9ver- 
burderi 
(FT) 

Exist- 
ing 
Pit 

Sieve Analysis 	Color 	AbrasionPasses 

jjijj. 	._L\ASHO IMSHO 	VHD 

' 
5/3's 	A 	#l0O #27O 	 1-4-35 	Spec. 	I - 	 Remarks 

32 1 1963 76-90 - Yes 100 100 90U.9110.0Il.0 1 - Sand Owner: George Goodrich. 
A large erosion gulley in 
large sand area. Test #1 
in face of old overgrown 
pit. 85' across face, pit 
+O' from front to back. 
Face 90' high. Fine to 
medium sand. Acceptable 
for Item 202 Mod., sub- 
base of sand. 

2 1963 1-10 0-1 Yes 100 100 99.5 j39.0 .0 l! - Gran. Test #2 in face of small 

433.94.9 Bor. new pit, 73' from farm 
(Sand) lane. LO' across face. 

Fine sand with sift. Fails 
for Item 202 Mod., sub- 
base of sand. Has 38.9% 
passing #100 mesh; maximum 
allowed 10%. Acceptable for 
Item 102-A, granular borrow. 

3 1963 1.5-10 0-1.5 Yes 100 100 97.3 9.0 11.0 1 - Sand Test #3 in floor of small 
48.754-D.97 pit. Face of pit 81.5' east 

of corner of old slaughter 
house. 551  across face. 
Test #3 19' from face. 
Medium sand. Acceptable 
for Item 202 Mod., sub- 

I base of sand. 

33 IA 1963 1.5-9.5 0-1.5 Yes 100 100 	100 	11.0 	11 	- 11.0 

 

Sand Owner: Eaton, Eaton & Cc.. 
I A very high granular terrace 

- containing a pit with high 
face, Test #1 in north 

I face of small pit on top 
of terrace 117' back from 
edge of Terrace. Test #1/\  

T-)*nl 	Srrle . 



R0'I'ALTON GRAI'IULAR DATA SHEET NO. 33 

Ident. 
No. 

Field 
Test 
Ho. 

Vear 
Field 
Tested 

lDepth  ofOver- 	Exist- 
'Sample 	burden ting 
(FT) 	(Fl) 	Pit 

Sieve Analysis 	Color 	Abrasion' 
%jassjjng 	--_- 	AASHO 	A 

15/3"#4 	#ld#270 	1-21 - T_4_35 

Passes 
VHD 
Spec. Remarks 

fine to medium sand. Accept- 
able for Item 202 Mod., 
sub-base of sand. 

lB 1963 9.5-20.5 - Yes - - 36. 9.0 2.25 l 27.6% Gran. Test #13 fails for Item 
or. 201-A, sub-base of gravel. 
(Gray.) Has wear of 27.6%;  maximum 

allowed 25%. Acceptable 

1100 

for Item 102-A, granular 
borrow. 

2 1963 1-10 0-1 No 100 99.3  9.0 2.0 1 - Sand Test #2 taken 190' along 

1.9 1.93 road from Test #1. 0-1' 
overburden, 	1 1 -4.5' brown 
pebbly sand, 	4.51-10'  medium 
sand. Acceptable for Item 

I 
202 Mod., sub-base of sand. 

31\ 1963 0.5-3.5 0-0.5 No 100 100 99,2 86.0 39.5 3 - - Test #3 north of lumberyard 

L85.23902 north of Test #2. 0-0.5' 
overburden, 0.5 1 -3.5' 
fine sand and silt, 3,5 1 - 
10.5' pebbly sand. Test 
#3h fails for Item 102-A, 
granular borrow. Has 39.5% 
passing #270 mesh; maximum 
allowed 107.. 

33 1963 3.5-10.5 - No 4.2 83.5 72.c 4.0 1,0 1 - Gran, Test #3B fails for Item 
c0.82 Bor. 202 Mod., sub-base of sand. 

(Sand) Has 9.2% passing 1 1 ' 	mesh; 
minimum allowed 9.7%. Accept- 

• 
able for Item 102-A, gran- 
ular borrow. 

34 1 1963 1-11 0-1 No 100 100 195.0 904 73.0 	1 	- - Owner: R.A. Slator. A large 
open meadow of rolling 

• knolls. Test #1 	120' 	right 
of proposed relocation of 

* Pr - .nfR(1e nf To1 	cmn1e - 



ROYALTON GRANULAR DATA SHEET NO. 31 

Field iYear 	Depth of Over-. 	Exist- 	Sieve Analysis 	Color ;Abrasiort Passes 

Ident.! Test 	Field Sample 	burden ing 	.._.. %ssing_. ._ - 	AASHO AASHO 	VHD 

No. 	No. 	I Tested i (FT) 	, (FT) 	Pi_ 	Ll 1 1 5/8ht #1+ 	#lOO #270 	1-21 	T.1+35 	Spec. 	 Remarks 

Vt. Route 110 at station 
63+50. 0-1' overburden, 
1 1 -2' fine sand, 2 1 -5' 
pebbly sand, 5 1 -11' fine 
sand, fine sand bottom. 
Fails for Item 102-A, 
granular borrow. Has 73% 
passing #270 mesh; maximum 
allowed 10%. 
Test #2 on knoll east of 
Test #1 and 30' south of 
corner fence post. Silt. 
Fails for Item 102-A, 
granular borrow. Has 52.5% 
passing #270 mesh; maximum 
allowed 10%. 

Sand 	Owner: Richard Butterfield. 
A small meadow on small 
terrace. Test #1 adjacent 
to north side of shed. 
0-2' overburden, 2 1 -I+' 
medium fine sand, 4 1 -7' 
medium sand, 7 1 10.5' 
silt, silt bottom. Accept-
able for Item 202 Mod., 
sub-base of sand. 

Sand 	Owner: Napoleon Vezino. 
A small overgrown pit. 
Face 12' high. Almost 
depleted. Adjoining knoll 
may contain sand. Pit 
11+0' north-south, 50' east-
west. Test #1 in floor of 

2 	1963 	1-9 	0-1 	No 
	

1001100 11001 95.01 52.5 12 

1963 	j2_7 0-2 No 
10 

   0100 196.115:012 .5 I2 

36 
	

1963 
	

1-6 
	

O-1 
	

Yes 
	

100 100 98 .O1 1+. 0  0.75 	2 

I 	'3.94 *,73 

* Percentaoe of Total Sample 



ROYALTON GRANULAR DATA SHEET NO. 35 

Field Year 	Depth of Over- Exist- 	Sieve Analysis 	Color Abrasion Passes 

Ident. Test 1Field 	Sample 	burden ing 	 .%..th._..JAASHO AASHO 	1 VHD 

No. 	No. 	Tested 1 (FT) 	(El) 	Pit 	1½5/8"#k #100#270 fT'21 	1-4-35 	Spec. Remarks 

pit. Acceptable for Item 
202 Mod., sub-base of sand. 

37 	1 	1963 	0-8.5 	- 	No 	100100 100 ' 15.01.0 	2 	- 	Sand 	Owner: George Dodge. A bare 
sandy knoll with bed rock 
exposed nearby. Test #1 
acceptable for Item 202 
Mod., sub-base of sand. 

38 	1 	1963 	0.5-10.5 0-0.5 No 	100 100 99.2 44.0 4.25 	1 	- 	Gran. 	Owner: George Dodge. A 

3.6 I+.21 	 Bor, 	steep terrace of knoll. 
(Sand) Test #1 on top of knoll 

near south end. 0-0.5' 
overburden, 0.5 1 -4' fine 
sand, 4 1 _6.5 1  medium sand, 
6.5 1 -10.5' fine sand. Fails 
for Item 202 Mod., sub-base 
of sand. Has 43.6% passing 
#100 mesh; maximum allowed 
18%. Acceptable for Item 
102-A, granular borrow. 

	

3.0 11.25 
	

3 

I 	 I 

	

100 000 :98.097.4 	11_f 

* Percentace of Total Sample 

Sand 	Owner: Town of Royalton. 
A granular wooded area 
adjacent to reservoir. 
Test #1 southwest of 
reservoir and 50' south 
of power pole #96. 0-1' 
overburden, 1 1 -5.5' sand, 
ledge bottom. Acceptable 
for Item 202 Mod., sub-
base of sand. 
Test #2 east of reservoir. 
150' north ofpower line 
along road, 52' east of 

39 
	

1 	(1963 
	

1-5.5 	10-i 
	

I. 	_ 

12 	(1963 
	

1-8 	0-1 
	

I No 

11 



ROVALTON GRANULAR DATA SHEET MO. 36 

7Field Year Depth of 0ver- 	- Exist- 	I sieve InaIysis 	Loior 	Morasion rasses 

Ident. Test Sample burden 	ing 
I(FT) 

AASH0 	VHD 

No. No. 
IField 
jTested (Fr)  Pit jy5/8#4 	i6270 	I.21 	.1-14-35 	SPac. Remarks 

I springhouse. 0-1' over- 
burden, 	

1 1 -2 1  brown fine 
sand, 2 1 8' silt. Ledge 
bottom. Sample processed 
by Soils Lab. 
100% passing #14 	mesh 

100% 	" 	#10 

99.6% 	'1 	#140 	II 

98.0% 	" 	#100 
97.6% 	#200 
97.41. 	" 	 #270 
AASHO Soil Type A-Le, 
Fails for Item 102-A, 
granular borrow. Has 97.4% 
passing #270 mesh; maximum 
allowed 10%. 

140 1 1963 1-10.5 0_1 No 100 100 100 99.0 89.0 1 - - Owner: Arthur Van Dousen. 
A high small 	level terrace. 
Test #1 on top of extremity 
of terrace. Silt. Fails 
for Item 102-A, granular 
borrow. Has 89°!. passing -- 
#270 mesh; maximum a11or.. 
ed 10%. 

41 	1 1963 1-11 0-1 No 100 100 93.8 53.0 11.0 1 - 	 - Owner: kenneth Prior. A 
low level terrace. Test 
#1 	taken 1140* north of 
fence. 0_1 1  overburden, 
1 1 -5' 	pebbly sand, 	51_91 

fine sand, 9 1 -11' wet 
sandy silt. Fails for 
Item 102-A, granular borrow. 
Has 11% passing #270 mesh; 



I 

a 	
I 

ROYALTON GRANULAR DATA SHEET NO. 37 

Field Year 	Depth of Over- Exist- 	Sieve Analysis 	Color jAbrasioniPasses ' 	 V  

Ident. Test 	Field 'Sample 	burden ing 	% Passing 	•V• AASHO AASHO 	VHD 
No. jNo. 	1 lested1 (FT) 	(Fl) 	I  Pit 	1 1'211 5/8"#4 14j90#270 	1-21 	T-4-35 	Spec. 	 Remarks 

F maximum allowed 10%. 
2 	1963 1-11 0-1 	No 10098.9 85.3 4.0 1.25 1 - Sand Test #2 taken 310' west 

'3.l 1k1.06 of Test #1, 	125' north of 
fence. 0-1' overburden, 
1 , -il ,  interbedded bands 
of pebbly sand, fine sand, 
silt0 Acceptable for Item 
202 Mod., sub-base of send. 

3 	1963 1-3.5 0-1 	No 91,2 88.3 76.9 36.0 13.5  1 - - Test #3 taken 190' north 
27.6 i1O.4 of Test #1, 40' south of 

railroadright-of-way fence1 
n_Il 	 It_ 

42 1 1963 	1 0-2 

J1 
V 	

JYI LPI.(I .(II, 	J - 

dirty pebbly sand, ledge 
and water at 3.5 1 . Falls 
for Item 102-A, granular 
borrow. Has 13.5%  passing 
#270 mesh; maximum allow- 

______ 	ed lO%. 

- 	No 	953 89.5 64.3 3.0 11.0 	2 	11.80% 	Gran. 	Owner: O.W. Harlow. A 
l.9TO.64 	 Bor. 	large river bar. Test #1 

 (Gray.) taken 30' from river's 
edge. Sandy gravel. Falls 
for Item 201-A, sub-base 
of gravel. Has 64.3% 
passing #4 mesh; maximum 
allowed 609%. Acceptable 
for Item 102-A, granular 
borrow. 

1e3 1963 	0-10.5 	- 	Yes 	100 100 191+.5j2.0  j1.5 	112 	- 	Sand 

* Percentaae of Total Sample 

Owner: James W. Avery. A 
small pit. Mostly sand. 
Dimensions of pit 80' north 
and south, 200' east and 
west. Test #1 in face. 



4 

I 
S 

ROVALTON GRANULAR DATA SHEET NO. 33 

1Field Year Depth of Over- Exist- Sieve Analysis Color 'Abrasion Passes 

Idnt. Test Field Sample 	' burden ling /v sF10 AASHO 	V:ID 

V h 1 j5/8#k ! ThO0#27O No. No. Tested4JFT) JJFT Pit 1-21 T_4_35 - Spec. Remarks 

0-11.5' 	pebbly sand, 	11.5 1 - 

12' clay, clay bottom. 
Acceptable for Item 202 
Mod., sub-base of sand. 

2 1963 0-4 - Yes 100 96. 14 70.9 5.0 1.5 11 - 	Sand Test #2 in floor. 0-4' 
3.9k4l.l8 I+'..85' 	ledge sand, 	 clay, 

bottom 	Acceptable for 
Item 202 Mod., sub-base 

- of sand. 

1414 1 1963 0-14.5 - No - - 14o.E 1+.O 1.5 1 13.147o Gravel Owner: Merl Mudgett. Test 
#1 in river bar. Sandy 
gravel, water at 3,51 
Acceptable for Item 201-A, 
sub-base of gravel. 

2 1963 0-3 - No - - 31.3 5.0 2.25 1 13.00% Gravel Test #2 30' from river's 
edge. Sandy gravel. Water 
at 31.  Acceptable for Item 
201-A, sub-base of gravel. 

145 1 1963 0-2 - No - - 20. 2.0 0.75 1 11.0% Gravel Owner: James W. Avery. A 
large river bar 60' by 
315 1 . Test #1 	taken 50' 
from upstream end, Water 
at 6 1 . Acceptable for 
Item 201-A, sub-base of 
gravel. 

146 1 1963 1-11 0-1 No 100 100 	100 	93.0 143.0 	1 	- - Owner: James U. Avery. A 
series of sharp knolls. 

I Test #1 at level of Vt. 

1 	i 	 ' Route 114 and adjacent to 
log crib. Fails for Item 

- 102-A, granular borrow. 
* Percentage of Total Sample 



2 1963 	10.5-5 	10-0.5 (No 	1100198.6, 89.
c
L3.012l.25 '1 
L.2.0ik20.0 

148 	Ii 	11963 

I 	I 	I 

--1—s F 	- 

0.5-5 	0 -0.5 	No 	100 100 I99.1 8.9 	3
8.8 

 ~3-5 
3.1+7 

* Percentage of Total Sample 

a 
I 
	

d 	 g 
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ROYALTON GRANULAR DATA SHEET 0. 39 

1Field 	Year 	Depth of tOver- 	Exist- 	Sieve Analysis 	Co1or 	AbrasionPasses 

Ident. Test 	Field 	Sample 	burden 	ing 	 %Pasj 	I\ASl-IO 	AASH0 	V(-'tJ 

No. 	No. 	Testedt(FT 	(Fl) 	W' 	7C?# 	C#27O 	T.21jT-35 	jSpc. 	 Remarks. 
tNt 

Has 1+3% passing #270 mesh; 

I I maximum allowed 10%. 

2 	1963  No 	100 100 	97.2!  59. 	39.0 1 	- 	
,- 	 J Test #2 in saddle at top 10-5-10,5 10-0,5  

of knoll. 0-0.5' overburden, 
0.5 1 -2' 	silt, 2 1 -2.5 

gravel, 	2.5 1 _10.5 1 	silt, 

I 
silt bottom. Fails for Item 
102-A, granular borrow. 
Has 39% passing #270 mesh; 
maximum allowed 10%. 

ISand 	Owner: The Dutton Sisters. 
Test #1 across farm road 
from barn. 0_0.51  over-
burden, 0,5 1 - 1.5' medium 
sand, 1.51_21 sandy gravel, 
21_5I fine to medium sand, 

5 t 5.5' silt and clay. 
Acceptable for Item 202 
Mod., sub-base of sand. 
Test #2 in slope, of knoll 
beyond barn. Fine to peb-
bly sand, ledge bottom. 
Fails for Item 102-A, 
granular borrow. Has 21.25% 
passing #270 mesh; maximum 
allowed 10%. 

Sand 	Owner: Charles Leighton. 
Test #1 taken 5' right of 
centerline of project 1 89 
at station 369+1 5. Medium 
sand. Acceptable for Item 
202 Mod., sub-base of sand. 

17 	11 
	

1963 	1  0.5.5 	1  0-0.5 1  No 	J 100 196.7183.1~2,01 0-75  12
l.70.66 



IL 

a 	 S 
	 a 	 S 	• 

Field Year 
Ident, Test Field 
No. Nor, Tested 

1 	1 	1963 

ROYALTON RUM DATA SHEET NO. 1 

Exist- Method 	Abrasion Distance 
Rock ing 	of 	AASHO 	Between 
Type Quarry Sampling T-3 	Samples (FT) 

Schist & No 	Chip 	17.1 	— 
Quartzi te 

Remarks 

Owner: Howard Eddy. This is a small outcrop of 
ledge rock (200' X 225 1 ) which is apparently 
almost entirely on the proposed R.O.U. of I 89. 
Rock type: Micaceous Quartzite Interbedded and 
intergradational with quartz mica schist. Rock 
contains garnets in both quartzite and schist. 
There was no reaction to dilute HC 0 . Surface 
of outcrop was weathered but a great deal of 
effort was made to obtain fresh rock for the 
sample. Outcrop located right of stations: 
1014+25 to 1016+50 of the survey centerline. 
This is not a recommended source for sub-base of 
crushed rock. 
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